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The people of Germany awoke to food hyperin�ation today, with retail grocery prices
suddenly spiking 20% - 50% in just one day, reports Reuters. The story was covered
by Zero Hedge as well, which reported, "Recently, popular retail chains such as Aldi,
Edeka and Globus announced that they would be forced to raise their prices. At Aldi,
meat and butter will be “signi�cantly more expensive” from Monday due to price
hikes from its suppliers." In today's Situation Update podcast (see below), I detail the
timeline of what's happening with food scarcity and food in�ation worldwide:

The �rst areas to be hit are the Middle East due to their geographical proximity
to Ukraine and Russia.
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Western Europe will suffer the impact over the next 3-4 months, with food
scarcity to be sustained for at least 18 months following.
The United States, Canada, Australia and other nations on different continents
will feel the effects in the second half of 2022, continuing well into 2023 and
likely continuing through 2024. Importantly, this provides a very narrow
window of opportunity for North Americans to stock up on food before the
scarcity strikes.

Food scarcity is also colliding with currency in�ation due to unrelenting money
printing by nearly every central bank around the world. This currency devaluation will
make food even more expensive at retail. Making matters worse, political leaders
will tend to print more money and hand it out to people to try to prevent food riots,
thereby adding yet more in�ation to the equation, leading to an out-of-control spiral
of hyperin�ation, scarcity and starvation. The problem is that you can't print food or
fuel. You can print "money," but more paper money �oating around doesn't bring
back food on the shelves. If anything, the more money you print, the worse the whole
problem becomes. Developing nations will be hit the hardest, where food prices of
just 20% can mean the difference between sustenance vs. starvation. Developed
nations can absorb more price increases without suffering social unrest, but there's
a real limit to how much in�ation and scarcity those nations can absorb as well.
Ultimately, as food scarcity and price in�ation worsens, we are looking at global
food riots, starvation, social unrest and violent revolutions taking place across the
planet over the next several years.

Unintended consequences: How the West destroyed the global
food supply chain by trying to punish Russia

This all stems from the economic sanctions placed on Russia by the West. It was
those sanctions that set off the cascading effects of "commodities protectionism"
which has led to an accelerating collapse in global trade of grains, energy and
fertilizer. The collapsing global supply chain has also worsened the ability for
farmers to acquire critical parts for running their machinery, and fertilizer prices have
led to radical increases in the cost to grow food crops. (Rising fuel prices are also a
huge factor that's making farming even more expensive.) In Sri Lanka, riots have
broken out over rising food and fuel prices. Bloomberg reports that the government
is already censoring social media and banning public gatherings in an effort to quell
the rising demonstrations there: Several dozen opposition lawmakers had set off on
a march toward Independence Square in Colombo, defying a weekend curfew
although they were stopped by armed troops. Restrictions to several social media
platforms including Facebook, YouTube, TikTok, Twitter and WhatsApp were lifted
after nearly 13 hours, users reported online. Sri Lanka is just the �rst sign of events
yet to come for most of the world. It's only a question of the timing for food scarcity
and price in�ation to ripple through various nations and continents. And yes, food
riots are coming to America later this year. It might be good time to take a refresher

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-04-03/sri-lanka-blocks-social-media-imposes-curfew-to-curb-protests
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self defense course, given that grocery thefts, looting and �ash mobs will become
commonplace in many American cities.

Mad money printing will create a "feedback loop of doom"
resulting in hyperin�ation

Joe Biden is trying to blame all the in�ation on Putin, but the simple truth is that
much of the in�ation now being experienced is a direct result of the trillions in
money printing that took place during the covid plandemic, both under Trump and
Biden. The more recent effects of scarcity are more the result of Biden and western
nations �nancially de-platforming Russian banks, prohibiting them from trading in
dollars or euros, effectively cutting off imports and exports from Russia. This has led
to near-instant scarcity of agricultural inputs like fertilizer, as well as scarcity in food
crops such as wheat, corn, soy, sun�ower oil and more. Combined with the bizarre
fact that the USDA is paying US farming to destroy their crops rather than harvest
them, we are witnessing a total weaponization of food scarcity against humanity.
Following the depopulation vaccine bioweapons, we now face a starvation carpet
bombing of the planet via engineered food scarcity and in�ation, all of which will
only be worsened by yet more money printing. Biden's proposed budget for 2023, for
example, requests budgets spending of about $1 trillion every two months. That will
be augmented, of course, by more "emergency" bailout money, to the point where the
United States will soon be burning through a trillion dollars a month. This is the last
chapter of the �nal blowout of the US empire and its debt-based currency which was
decoupled from gold in 1971. With $30 trillion in debt already accrued -- and perhaps
another $9 - $10 trillion that will be spent in the next government �scal year, we are
very rapidly approaching debt levels of $50 trillion in just the next couple of years. If
we even make it that far, the dollar collapse won't be far behind. Everybody who has
any remaining IQ points at all is right now �eeing the dollar and getting into food,
gold, silver, land, used vehicles, ammunition, �rearms and the like. Nobody with any
brains wants to be left holding dollars when the music stops.

Get the full report in today's Situation Update podcast

I cover all this in much more detail in today's Situation Update podcast. Find it here:
Brighteon.com/b79d0300-1637-4e4e-aefb-9160d072929b

Situation Update, April 4, 2022 - FOOD HYPERINFLA

http://brighteon.com/b79d0300-1637-4e4e-aefb-9160d072929b
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Discover more information-packaged podcasts each day, along with special reports,
interviews and emergency updates, at:
https://www.brighteon.com/channels/HRreport Also follow me on: Brighteon.social:
Brighteon.social/@HealthRanger Telegram: t.me/RealHealthRanger Truth Social:
Username = HealthRanger Gettr: GETTR.com/user/healthranger Parler:
Parler.com/user/HealthRanger Rumble: Rumble.com/c/HealthRangerReport
BitChute: Bitchute.com/channel/9EB8glubb0Ns/ Clouthub:
app.clouthub.com/#/users/u/naturalnews/posts Join the free NaturalNews.com
email newsletter to stay alerted about new, upcoming audiobooks that you can
download for free. Download my current audiobooks -- including Ghost World,
Survival Nutrition, The Global Reset Survival Guide and The Contagious Mind -- at:
https://Audiobooks.NaturalNews.com/ Register to download the new, upcoming
audiobook, "Resilient Prepping" at ResilientPrepping.com  
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Marjory Wildcraft’s Food Grow Network joins Brighteon as sponsor to teach people how to GROW FOOD – ICanGrowFood.com
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